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A reference book that belongs on every desk--one of the handiest, best-organized, and most

reliable thesauruses available, newly updated to reflect the American language of today.

This is the best thesaurus currently available for the Kindle, in my opinion.When you type in a word

and press the centre of the five-way (you don't even have to click on 'find'), you are given a

selection of references, by location, where the word appears. You can click on the header for each

location to see if it is one that you want to use (if you cannot tell right away, from the amount of

context provided); if it doesn't fill your needs, press 'back' and go to the next location.The only

seemingly awkward part of this is that once you've done one search, you have to do the next one

from where you were last; just feels counterintuitive, although it works very well.Best choice for the

Kindle, for sure!Edited to add: Do give your Kindle time to index the thesaurus before you try to use

it; it may take a while!



I purchased the Doubleday Roget's Thesaurus for my Kindle. I do a lot of writing, so I purchased it

so I could have access to variations or synonyms of words.This e-book does not function correctly

with the Kindle. As opposed to the original dictionary supplied with the Kindle, when you type in a

word to search for, the records returned does not lead you to the actual word entry and location

itself. Rather, the Kindle just returns locations to every instance of the word but not the actual word

followed by synonyms. If I search for 'air' for instance, I want the kindle to go to the actual location of

the word "air", followed by the synonyms for that word, not instances of the word in other words.

This is a broken e-book.Don't purchase this unless you want to scroll forward and backwards

through page after page trying to find the word you searched for. This e-book should be taken off

the market until it works correctly with the Kindle.I gave this book two stars because it's at least

alphebetical and thank goodness for 's return policy. I called customer service and it promises to

refund my purchase price.

I am a crossword puzzle fanatic and recently purchased the thesaurus. Both the dictionary and the

thesaurus on my Kindle have been great resources. I am a retired teacher and enjoy writing and feel

that both books are a great idea and so much better than lifting the heavy dictionary or thesaurus

and scrolling down pages of words to find just the right word. I would recommend both the

thesaurus and the dictionary to anyone who likes to read, write, and/or do crossword puzzles.

Sadly this book does not deliver the goods. I have tried over and over again to utilize this as my

main word source but ithas all gone for not. This book is just Okay inits's paperback version but a

Kindle version, it fails miserably.

Very good book as all Roget's Thesaurus are.

My absolute favourite! Easy to use, clear, rich in content!

Great Thesaurus!!!

I have used Doubleday Roget's Thesaurus in Dictionary Form for 30 plus years. I started using it in

college because it was easy to look up words in the dictionary format. I continued using it in my

career as a writer. I cannot imagine writing letters, speeches, etc. without it. Now that I have retired,



my wife uses my old Roget's Thesaurus for her crossword puzzles and loves it. Between the two of

us, we wore it out. This new edition is as good as the previous one. If you think you will write

something, I highly recommend it. If you think you will use it a lot (as I did), you might want to get the

hardcover version. As I mentioned, my old hardcover Thesaurus lasted over 30 years.
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